
Israeli expert says Tel Aviv
'selling nuclear information' to
Saudi Arabia

Tel Aviv, June 5 (RHC)-- Israel is selling Saudi Arabia information that would allow the kingdom to
develop nuclear weapons, a senior Israeli nuclear expert has revealed. 

Ami Dor-On, a senior nuclear commentator with the Israeli military, said the cooperation has been made
possible in the wake of the widening ties between Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman and Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, and is indicative of an emerging nuclear arms race in the region. 

“This information should shock us as we see the world is changing for the worse, following the race for the
possession of nuclear weapons that pass right over our heads in the Middle East,” the Middle East
Monitor quoted the expert as saying, citing a report by Arabi21. 

According to the Israeli writer, the Tel Aviv regime is aware that Saudis would eventually make the move
for developing nuclear weapons and want to make sure they would not go to other regional players such
as Pakistan to obtain the know-how. 

“It can be assumed that Israel may take the initiative to develop Saudi Arabia’s efforts to acquire nuclear



weapons and not leave it solely to Pakistan, given the growing Saudi-Israeli relations,” the expert added. 
 
Dor-On claimed that Pakistan has already signaled its willingness to transfer the expertise to Saudi Arabia
"within a month" should the arms race intensify. 

Days after Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Iran deal, Saudi Arabia announced it will pursue nuclear
weapons if Tehran moves to develop such arms.  Saudi Arabia has already asked the U.S. for permission
to expand its nuclear program to include uranium enrichment, a move that experts warn is not to be taken
lightly considering the Riyadh regime’s never-ending thirst for political and military dominance in the
region. 

The kingdom is widely viewed as the financier of Pakistan’s nuclear program.  Ironically, Saudi royals took
the first steps in the 1970s after finding out that Israel and India had already taken major steps towards
developing nuclear weapons. 

A few years after jump-starting Pakistan’s weapons program, the Saudis followed their own nuclear
ambitions by secretly procuring Chinese ballistic missiles already capable of delivering nuclear payloads. 

Experts have called on the international community to prevent Saudi Arabia from acquiring nuclear
weapons, as Riyadh faces an uncertain future amid ongoing power clashes, the poor judgment of Saudi
leaders and their promotion of extremist ideologies. 

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/internacionales/163879-israeli-expert-says-tel-aviv-selling-nuclear-
information-to-saudi-arabia
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